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</tr>
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<td>A simple method generating first-order optical structure based on particle swarm algorithm [9272-20]</td>
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<td>272.0M</td>
<td>MTF curve integral calculation method and its application in image quality evaluation [9272-21]</td>
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<td>Design and implementation of high power LED machine vision lighting system [9272-26]</td>
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<td>272.0S</td>
<td>CFRP variable curvature mirror being capable of generating a large variation of sagittus: prototype design and experimental demonstration [9272-27]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>272.0U</td>
<td>Design of an ultra-thin dual band infrared system [9272-29]</td>
</tr>
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</table>
Design of a dual-band MWIR/LWIR circular unobscured three-mirror optical system with Zernike polynomial surfaces [9272-32]

Design and optimization of optical system for a spectrometer based on VPHT grating [9272-33]

Optical performance study of duplex Y-branch coupler with different structures [9272-34]

Design of blue LEDs array with high optical power [9272-35]

Calculation of Mueller matrix for light scattering from randomly rough surface [9272-36]

Design and experimental demonstration of variable curvature mirror having a large saggitus variation [9272-38]

Freeform lens design using a complementary optimization method for uniform illumination with extended LED light sources [9272-40]

Design of vari-focal panoramic annular lenses based on Alvarez surfaces [9272-43]

Effect of environmental temperature on diffraction efficiency for multilayer diffractive optical elements in mid-wave infrared [9272-44]

Correcting the wavefront aberration of membrane mirror based on liquid crystal spatial light modulator [9272-45]

Two-dimension lateral shearing interferometry for microscope objective wavefront metrology [9272-48]

Enhancement of wireless ultraviolet communication system using FEC codes [9272-49]

Distortion control for panoramic annular lens with Q-type aspheres [9272-50]

The experiment to detect equivalent optical path difference in independent double aperture interference light path based on step scanning method [9272-51]

Wavefront reconstruction for image restoration based on generalized ridge estimation [9272-53]

Aberration resilience of azimuthally polarized beam with a helical phase mask [9272-55]

The design of an ultra-thin and multiple channels optical receiving antenna system with freeform lenses [9272-56]

Angular-momentum-dependent splitting of light through metal nanohole [9272-57]

Generation of radially and azimuthally polarized beams with an inner wall waveguide fiber [9272-58]

Lens design based on lens form parameters using Gaussian brackets [9272-59]

Polarization state control using metal nanograting [9272-61]
A microspectrometer based on subwavelength metal nanohole array

Measurement of radius of curvature of spherical optical surfaces with small curvature and aperture by optical profiler

Design of hard x-ray focusing telescope with a large field-of-view

Enhancement of light absorption in organic solar cells by using plasmonic gratings

Design of solar-blind UV optical system for missile approach warning

A high efficiency LED portable desk lamp based on V-groove cells LGP

The deflection effect of starlight transmission in hypersonic conditions

Analysis of error propagation in an improved zonal phase-gradient model

A novel solution for LED wall lamp design and simulation

Smart structures on multiple configuration systems in image sensor

Design of freeform illumination sources with arbitrary polarization for immersion lithography
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